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A Real Inversion Formula for the Laplace Transform
DW. BYUN and S. SAITOH

Let I be the Laplace transform of a square integrable function F and set
N(i) =

j . f( s ) c ' PP, (s1)ds

(N

0,1,2,...)

for the polynomials
=
O<,,<a<N

(n + 1)!v!(n - v)!(n +

I 2n+1
n+v1
+

2n+l
+3n+1 )

n+v+1

'I'hen it is proved that the sequence {FN}

+ n(n+v+l)}.

O converges to F in the sense that

Lm jI 1 t )_
(

FN (t)I 2 di =0.

Furthermore, a general formula for this result is established.
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1. Introduction and result
be the class of all square integrable functions with respect to
For any q > 0, we let
the measure j1 —29 di on the half line (0, oo). Then we consider the Laplace transform
KF](z)

= 1000 F(i)e! di

(z E

= {1z > 0)

for F E L. In [2, 71, it was shown that the image of under the Laplace transform
£ coincides with the reproducing kernel Hubert space Hg (Bergman-Selberg space)
admitting the reproducing kernel Kq (z,ii) = F(2q)/(z + ii) and £ is an isometry of
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of the space L 2 onto the space Hg . For q >, the Hubert space H consists of all
functions f analytic in R+ with finite norms
f

=
4q-1
112
7rl'(2q - 1)

JJR+ 1f(z)12x22 dxdy

(z = x + iy)

and
H 12 =

1
1: 1 analytic in R+ , I lf] = _supJ
27r >0

iy)1 2 dy < 00
0" If(x +

CO

The inverse of the Laplace transform £ is, in general, given by complex forms. The
observation in many fields of sciences however gives us, intuitively, real data [CFI(x)
only, and so it is important to establish its inversion formula in terms of real data
ICF](x). Such a formula was given for Vf(O,00),dt}-functions F by R. P. Boas and
D. V. Widder about fifty years ago (see [7, p. 386]). By use of the representations of
Hg -norms on the positive real line in [5], we shall establish in the next theorem the
natural inversion formula of the Laplace transform £ on the space L in terms of real
data [LF](x) in the framework of the Hilbert space L.

Theorem. For any fixed number q > 0 and for any function F e L, put f = £F.
Then the inversion formula
f(x)e_XfPN,q(xt)dx
F(t) = .s - lim
N—.001C'O

(t > 0)

is valid, where the limitis taken in the space L and the polynomials PN,q are given by
the formula
PN,q() =

(_1)v+lf(2n + 2q)
v!(n
u)!F(n
+ 2q + 1)F(n + V + 2q)
O<v<n<N
I 2(n+q)
X
2(n+q) +3n+2)+n(n+v+2Q)}.
n+v+2qe - n+v+2q

Moreover, the series
00

n=O

00
1
IO[xf'(x)]i 2 x 2 " 2
n!r(n + 2q + 1) j

dx

converqes and the truncation error is estimated by the inequality
JOC)

F(t) 00

2
f(x)e'PN,q(xt)dx11L2
1
O[xf'(x)]I 2 x2 " 2
n!(n + 2q + 1) j0f

dx.

Note that, even if q = ! , .our polynomial P,i is different from the one of R. P.
Boas and D. V. Widder.
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2. Preliminaries
In order to prove Theorem, we prepare three lemmas.
Lemma 1. For any fixed q > 0. let the function
and set, for any non-negative integer N,
fN(Z)

?L!F(IL

=

+2q + 1)

for z E R+ . Then, the function
converges to f in Hg.

I be a member of the space Hq

L

2q1

d

IN belongsto the space H q . and the sequence I Iv

Proof. Recall first the following representation of the norm in the space Hg:

10"o

00

111112 =

q

n!f(n + 2q +

0[f1(X)]122fl+2_I lx

(1)

(see [51). From the reproducing property of K( . , ), we have the expressions
K q (z,ii) = W, u), K9
=

and

nT(n +2q + 1)

j

O'[DK q ( i)JO oKq(,nIe 22 d

f(z) = (f(),Kq(,i))q

10

00

=

!r( +2q + 1)

n=o

00

81f1 ()10

d.

where (.. .), denotes the inner product in H q . Hence, we see by [6, p. 1701 (see also 14,
p. 961) that .f N is a member in H and
2

If

fNIIq

li n

00

1

N+1

Tz!r(rz + 2q + 1)

00

^

i

_

1

!r( + 2q + 1)

n N+l

00

____

d

i:

J

('e.

00

(2)

Therefore, our claim is true I
Lemma 2. For any fixed q > 0, let the function f be a member of the space Hq
and set, for any non-negative integer N.
FN(t) =

N

j2q—1

n0

74!r(fl + 29 + 1)

,00

Jo ,

dx
'
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for t E (0, oc). Then, the function FN belongs to the space L, and furthermore, for the
functions IN defined in Lemma 1, £FN = IN.

Proof. We first prove that, for any n, the function g,. defined by
g(t)

=

f

dx

belongs to the space L2[(0,oc),dt]. By the Leibniz rule,
-

O[xo(c_ tz )]t9

(_1)t(n - tx)e_t,

and we have
oo

g(t) = (-1)'nt"4 / ôI[xfl(x)]e_t1x2n+2Q_I dx
Jo
1)njflfq4
O[xfS(x)]e_txx2t+2(1dx.

I

Moreover, the expression (1) implies that the functions defined by
-

and

0 [xf' (x)jx 229 '

0z" [xfl(x)]x2t+2

are contained in the spaces L,+q and L,+q+ i , respectively. Hence the function gn is
the restriction of a member in the set
{7.hi(r)+7-nh2(7-): h

1 6 Hn+q and h2 E Hn+ q+ i (r =t+iI)}

to the half-axis (0, oc), and it is represented by
g(t) = tm+_1(j) + t49i2(t)

for some functions Iz i E Hnq and h 2 6 Hn+q+i. If n = 0, we have g(t) th3(t)
for some function h3 6 Hq+i. Furthermore, for n 0 we have the representation
k(t) -+-tfl++5k'(t)

g(t) = t

for some functions k 1 6 Hn+q_i and k2 6 H n+q (see [31). Hence, from (1) we get the
relations

and

-

OF
10 "0

I tn+q-

tn+k(t)2d

=OF I tk'l

=

OF

< 00

I tk ( t ) I 2t2 " 2di <

and so the function gn (n 0) belongs to the space L2 [(O, oc), dt]. Likewise, the function
go is also a member of the space L2 [(O, oo), dt}. By virtue of the isometry s(t)
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s(t)t - 4 of the space L 2 [(O, oo), di] onto the space L, we conclude that the function
FN belongs to the space L.
Next, in order to prove that £FN = fN, we examine, for a fixed number > 0, the

integrability of the functions
(x, I; n,

O {xf'(x)}O

{xöz(e_lz

)}e_tj2_lx2n+2_l

(n = 0, 1, 2,..

with respect to the Lebesgue measure on the set (0, cc) x (0, cc). We first have the
estimate
I^p (x, t; n,
= Ia." {xf'(x)}I 18{x&(e_tz)}I - t j 21 2n+2_1
12qi2n+29_1
= IO'{xf'(x)}I ( _ t) Th xe_ tz + n(—t)''e'I
< ô{xf'(x)}

I

{in+2xe_(z+)i

+

ni 2_1e_(X+)t} 2n+21

Therefore, since the functions defined by
rtn+2 q e - (x+ ^ )t di =

r(n + 2q + 1)x(x +

and
jjn+2q_1_(z+)1 di

= nr(n + 2q)(x +

belong to the space L 2 [(0, cc), x 2 '" 2 'dx], we see by the Schwarz inequality that the
function ip(z, I; n, ) is integrable for all n. By the Fubini theorem, the following sequence
of equalities is therefore valid:
N (t)e -C ' di

IF

N

1
n!(n
+
2q + 1)
n0

1

[
X/
Jo

'

a:{ x ft( x )}a:{ x or ( e_ &)} x 2Th+2_1dx j2

1e

di

N

1
n!r(n+2q+1)
n=O
X

f

N

0[xf (x)]
'

[r
o

O {xôz(ex)}e_i. di] 2n+2 q71 dx

I
n!f(n+2q+1)
n0
•00

/

x

8:[xf'(x)]o:

[ Xa. F e_jx&i29_l
di 2n+2_I

N

1
n!f(n+2q+1)
n0

/

..00

x

Jo

Thus the assertions of the lemma are proved 0

dx = fN().
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Lemma 3. For any fixed q > 0, let the function f be a member of the space H.
Then the following statements are true.
(i) If n > I and 0 <m< n — i, then
= o(1) as z
(ii) f(x)z

-+

= 0(1) as x -i 0+.

0+.

S

Proof. By the Leibniz rule, we have the equality

= xO'f(x) + môf(x).
We also see that the function O"' belongs to the space Hq+m+i (see (3)), and from
the Schwarz inequality the following estimate is valid:

IO'f(x)I =

II1

Kq+rn+i(z ,x)
q+
f IIm+l

r(2q +2rn + 2)42_(+m+I)r_(+m+1)

- IIII.ozm+I fII
-:-

Likewise, the estimates
O f( x )I !^_ 1 1a., fII q+ m I'(2q + 2m)42_(m)x_(m)

and
If(x)I :5

are valid. Therefore, our lemma is obtained

I

3. Proof of Theorem
From Lemma 3, and by integration by parts we have, for any non-negative integer n,
.00
Io [xf'(x))O

Jo

= t"

.00
Jo

—i's
Meanwhile, for n

xf'(x)O[(n - tx)e_tzx21+2Q_hJ dx

•00

Jo

ExOx(e_ iz )]z2fl+29_ 'dx

f(X)a. Xa.n f(n - tz)exx2T2l}]dx.

2 1 we also have
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- I TI ÔZ [x8 {(n - tx)e_ tx x2 2I1
TI

=-

et[
Y=O

C) (—if {

TI
-

ix >:: () (_t)"

n OTI_I x2TI+2_l - tOn_vz2n+2}

{ n8 TI_I x 2TI+2_l

- ta_vx2TI+2}

i=0

+x

(fl) (—t)M

=

(1)v+I

{ n0_

M

2n+2q_1

-

ton_v+lx2n+29}]

+ 2q)
r(n+v+2q)

(fl) (j)fl+V ['(2n

p0

I 2n+2q +3n+2q ) tx 2 +n(n+v+2q)x 2 9_ 1
2n+2q 22+I
}.
X
I

I n+v+2q

- n+v+2q

Applying Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 to the isometry £, we therefore obtain the inversion
formula of L. Also, the inequality (2) gives the estimate of the truncation error I
Remark. For any q > 0, let the functions F and f be as in Theorem. In [3), we see
that the function f is a member of the space Hg+i, and flf'IIq+i = If 11, Hence, by the
inversion formula in [4, p. 851, we have the inversion formula of the Laplace transform
£ in the complex form as follows:

F(i)=s— urn

_4q12q JJE.f'(z)c'x2"

+ 1)

dxdy,

where the limit s - lim_ is taken in the space L 2 and the sequence {E}
compact exhaustion of R+.

0 is a
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